
Aspendale Soccer Club 
Playing Philosophy & Grading Policy 

 
 
Aspendale Soccer Club has a strong and proud reputation of being an inclusive 
club, accepting of all players of all skill levels. This policy document relates to 
team composition and match time for all ages from U7 – U18.  
 
Policy Overview  
 
ASC has adopted values based systems that are consistent well defined 
measures, which we will endeavor to apply to all that we do. The values (the 
things we think are important) will neither contradict each other, and will be 
consistent throughout our club policies.  
The following values and guiding principles are fundamental to the well being of 
our club:  
• HONESTY and commitment to the highest level of professional integrity  
• RECOGNITION of our community service obligations to provide a foundation 
and stable platform for our children’s development  
• RESPECT and compassion for the dignity of ethnic backgrounds and cultural 
diversity. 
 
The Club’s policies relating to team selection and match playing time have been 
developed from the Club’s philosophy that junior football should be based on 
the principles of fun and enjoyment, fair play, good sportsmanship, and skill and 
fitness development. The aim of this policy is to help guide coaches in their 
formation of teams as well as provide an understanding into the process which 
takes place with forming teams from players of varying abilities. This policy will 
only address players participating in Miniroos and Junior Metropolitan 
competitions. The selection process of Seniors is not part of this policy. 
 

1. General 
 
1.1 CONDUCT, PARTICIPATION and PERFORMANCE. The principles of 

fun & enjoyment, ample participation for all players, fair play & good 
sportsmanship, skill & fitness development are of the utmost importance. 
Although the club recognises the importance of winning & the 
development of excellence, these values must not override the club’s 
commitment to the provision of a positive sporting experience for all 
players without regard to their perceived levels of ability. It must be 
remembered that children develop at different rates and in different ways 
and there are many examples of weaker children who have, with positive 
and caring encouragement, developed into fine athletes and soccer 
players over time. 
 

1.2 It is a requirement of the Club that all efforts are made to allocate all 
returning members to teams first and foremost. No new players will take 



the place of an existing player unless suitable arrangements have been 
made to accommodate that player in another team. 
 
 

1.3 The number of teams in each age group will be assessed annually based 
on factors such as the availability of coaches and of grounds. If at the 
start of the season there is no appointed coach, players will be first 
relocated to other teams if possible. If this is not possible, players will be 
advised ASAP to provide them with an opportunity to register at another 
club. The same will apply if teams do not have enough players to form a 
team. 
 

1.4 Players who have not paid fees, owe fees from previous season or have 
not registered with Football Victoria will not be eligible for team selection. 
Teams will be finalised once the maximum number of players has been 
reached. 

 
1.5 It is recommended that same age teams try to train at the same time and 

venue to allow interaction between the teams as coaches deem fit. 
However, this is not always possible due to coach and venue availability. 
 
 

1.6 All coaches should act for the benefit of all the players in the age group 
and not just their own team’s players. 

 
2. Team Sizes 

 
 
2.1 The following number of players is deemed appropriate for each age 

group and defines the ideal minimum and preferred maximum numbers 
of players allocated to each team. 

 
Age group Field Numbers Optimum Maximum 
U7 Miniroos 5 7 8 
U8 & U9 Miniroos 7 9 10 
U10 & U11 Miniroos 9 11 14 
U12 Juniors 9 11 14 
U13 to U18 Juniors 11 14 16 
 
2.2 There may be circumstances where some age groups may be asked to 

take players above the preferred maximum number. In the case of Junior 
teams, there is a ‘strict’ maximum allowed on game day, so players will 
need to be rotated each week if that situation arises. 

 



3. Miniroos (U7-U11) 
 
Miniroos are broken up into 3 categories – Joeys, Wallabies and Kangaroos. 
Generally, all U7’s and U8’s are placed in the beginners Joeys level whilst they 
are still learning the game. Some teams can be more competitive than others 
and choose to move into Wallabies from U9 onwards and more experienced 
teams will eventually try out in Kangaroos. All 3 levels are self graded which 
means it’s up to interpretation of each club/coach as to what level a team is at. 
Unfortunately, there are many instances of clubs playing Kangaroo teams in 
Joey level and vice versa, so leagues are not always even.  
 
3.1 Aspendale SC and its coaches will attempt to place players in teams which 

match their abilities, and teams in league which match their skill level as 
best as possible. However we are also mindful that kids do want to play with 
friends so this will be taken into account where possible. 
 

3.2 Volunteer Coaches are a valuable commodity for a community club so 
placing a coaches child in his/her team is also an important aspect of any 
selection process. 

 
3.3 All Miniroos Joeys and Wallabies players are expected to receive equal 

game time without regard to ability, either on a weekly basis, or over the 
course of the season. It can be difficult for coaches to monitor game time as 
well as coach the team so it is advised that a parent helps in this process. All 
Miniroos Kangaroos players are expected to receive 50% game time. 
Sometimes this can be difficult to monitor during a game and should a player 
inadvertently not get 50% game time one week, then every effort will be 
made by the coach to make it up the following game. However, we strongly 
encourage all Kangaroo coaches to take into account the development of 
their whole team on this matter and attempt to maximise game time for all 
players.  

 
3.4 The Club requires all coaches to encourage players to try different positions 

at Miniroos level.  
 

3.5 We do not have trials in Miniroos, but rather base all team selection 
decisions on what they know of players from previous seasons and from 
training sessions. Teams should remain relatively unchanged from year to 
year. Exceptions can be made under the following situations: 

 Positions within a team may become available due to players 
leaving/moving teams or team sizes increasing. In this situation, a 
player with an ability which matches the team’s league level is 
recommended.  

 Teams entering the Kangaroo level. Due to the higher level of ability 
required, we do not encourage Joeys players to be playing at 
Kangaroo level as they can often feel left out as more skilful players 
take control of games. However, we need to be aware that the 
following steps are taken before any action is taken. 



 An open discussion is had with all parents/coaches concerned, 
explaining the benefits of the situation of having a player playing in a 
grade suited to their skill level. 

 An alternative Joeys or Wallabies team is found for them which all 
parties are satisfied with. Should a suitable arrangement not be 
found then the status quo remains. 

 
3.6 Often the driving force behind kids wanting to play in a team is to be with 

their friends. The difficulty is when the friends are of different skill levels. 
There is no issue with players dropping down a level to play with friends. For 
example, a Kangaroo player can play in Joeys if playing with his friends is 
the main priority.  

 
3.7 In Miniroos, players are able to play up or down an age level without FV 

consent. It is recommended that the Miniroos Coordinator is made aware 
when this happens and there is parental consent and club approval is 
required. 

 
3.8 Each team should have a unique name (eg U10 Sharks). References to 

teams by colour or hierarchal terms (eg A, B etc) should be avoided. 
 
4 Juniors (U12 – U18) 
 
4.1 The U12 competition is the age where Miniroos become Juniors. The rules 

change to align with Junior Competition Rules and it becomes the last year 
of self grading by the clubs. By U13, the league level which teams play at, is 
determined by Football Victoria based on the previous year’s results. 
Therefore, we encourage teams to play at an U12 league level which best 
suits their team’s ability. A level of grading may be required to achieve this.  
It is recommended that: 
 

4.1.1 All communication between parents, players and coaches on planned 
grading or team selection needs to be made before preseason starts.  
 

4.1.2 Team Selection in Juniors should still be strongly based around the 
principles of Miniroos. Teams should remain relatively unchanged from 
year to year with the following exceptions: 
 Teams aiming to play in As or Bs should consider whether all their 

players are suitable for this level and whether exposing less skilled 
players to a higher level competition is good for their development. 

 Age groups with multiple teams which also include teams in A’s or 
B’s, are able to have internal team selection discussions, if coaches 
involved see opportunities for lower players to move into the higher 
A or B team. For example, if the U14D have a striker who has the 
ability to play U14A then they need to be considered for selection. 
There are numerous things to take into account in this process: 

o Does the player want to move up? 



o Is there room in the team for the player to move up? If not, is 
there a player who is not of suitable quality able to move 
down? 

 Positions within a team may become available due to players 
leaving/moving teams. In this situation, a player with an ability which 
matches the team’s league level is recommended. 

 Key positions are required to be filled. For example, if a team 
requires a goal keeper and one becomes available then an effort 
should be made to accommodate them. 
 

4.2 The policy on game time changes in Juniors, from equal game time to a 
minimum of 50% game time. This applies to all teams except for A grade 
Juniors where it is to the discretion of the coach. Sometimes equal game 
time can be difficult to monitor during a game and should a player 
inadvertently not get 50% game time one week, then every effort will be 
made by the coach to make it up the following game. However, we strongly 
encourage all Junior coaches to take into account the development of their 
whole team on this matter and attempt to maximise game time for all 
players.  

 
4.3 Attendance at training, particularly at higher grade levels (A’s and B’s), is 

also a key factor in team selection. Regular non-attendance without 
explanation or poor attitude are grounds for reduced game time, providing 
the minimum game time is still followed. This remains the discretion of the 
coach who has to be upfront at the season start about his/her expectations. 

 
4.4 The game does change from a skills based format to a game playing format 

so positions become important. This will influence team selection and game 
time at Junior level. For example, if a team has too many strikers who can 
not play other positions suitably, then they may be the ones who have less 
game time than others, regardless of skill level. 

 
4.5 Age groups with only one team should not change from year to year. All 

returning players should be offered a position in that team first, even if they 
are not of the same skill level as the league they are in.  

 
4.6 Juniors are allowed to play up age group at any stage but can only play 

down an age group with written consent from FV in addition to parental 
consent. During the regular season, players in existing teams may be invited 
to play in a higher grade or age group than their normal age as a cover 
player. That player should not displace or deny adequate playing time to the 
normal roster players, as a result of that player being brought in. 

 
5 Tournament Selection 
 
Gala days, tournaments and out of season competitions do not fall under the 
ASC Grading Policy as teams can be chosen from whatever group of players a 
coach chooses – including non ASC registered players. We do advise coaches 



to be mindful of decisions made during these events as they can be perceived 
to be approved by the Club. 
 
6 Team Selection Issues 
 
Selecting teams is a very difficult process. We encourage open dialogue with all 
parties before decisions are made. 
Parents and Players are able to appeal a selection decision they feel is unfair or 
inappropriate by: 
 

 Firstly, discussing the situation with the coaches in person 
 Emailing  the Coaching Coordinator (coaching@aspednalesc.com) with 

all the details. 
 If the response of the Coaching Coordinator is not sufficient then a 

written submission to the Club President (president@aspendalesc.com) 
is required, detailing the issue. 

 The President will consult with a disputes committee on how to come to a 
resolution. 

 The Committee’s decision is final 
 
 


